
DRYSCAN      In-Line Moisture Analyzer
  for Food Processing and
Pharmaceutical Industry

 Non invasive/non contaminating sensor

 Continuous check of dryer efficiency

 Improves material properties

 Quality monitor

 Source reduction

 Maintenance free

 Auto-calibration

 Easy fitting

 Lower waste



 Flow-through use, allowing straight forward sampling for the defined location.
 Fast and easy measurement with a high accuracy and repeatability.
 Controlling quality and prevent all the common problems arising from moisture
    content in the materials.

Technical specifications
Sensor
 Stainless Steel/PTFE/PEEK
 Supply Voltage 90...230VAC
 Moisture range: 0.1 to 0.0005 +/- 1% F.S
 Accuracy: complies with ASTM D7191-10
 Temperature range: 10 to 200 °C
  Sample rate: 30 mS

Control
  7" touch-view controller
  MAX/min Alarms
  Product recipes database
  Trends/data recorder
  Interface: Ethernet/Modbus/VNC
  Slide Gate Option diverts ”Out-Of-Spec” material
  Options: Digital and Analog I/O Modules

DRYSCAN
Dryscan sensors have been designed to meet the most demanding 

requirements and needs expressed by the Food and Pharmaceutical 

industry for inline measurement of moisture in products being processed.

The DRYSCAN inline moisture analyzer is designed to allow users to optimize

their process and dramatically improve product quality by measuring internal 

as well as surface moisture. The measuring method enables the 

determination of core moisture content independently to the density, 

colour and surface structure of the measured material.  

     In-line Moisture Analyzer for Food Processing and Pharmaceutical Industry

Based oncompact construction, they can be easily installed in various 

places within the production line. The rugged stainless-steel body, ensures 

long life and give accurate results. The measuring method enables the  

determination of core moisture content independently to the density, 

colour and surface structure of the measured material.

Based on compact constrution, they can be easily installed in various 

places within the production line. Swiss made, the products are built using 

quality components, to the highest standards and specifications.

DRYSCAN  sensors are built as a moisture 
analyzer inline and are extremely useful in 
measuring internal and superficial moisture.

It is a robust and powerful asset to a wide
variety of industries like food processing,
grain milling, extrusion, injection moulding, 
construction material, chemical and pharma.
Our instruments are specifically designed for
flow-through use allowing straight forward 
sampling for the defined location.

DRYSCAN  is the answer to earliest demand
for fast and easy measurement with a high 
accuracy and repeatability.

is specifically designed for

Direct Inline Measurement
By implementing DRYSCAN you will eliminate the 
need for Offline Moisture Analyzers. Offline Moisture 
Analyzers are ineffective at preventing bad product 
because the product has already been produced by 
the time the test is done.

Save money, time and prevent negative results 
due to inconsistencies and human error.
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Improves material properties 

Continuous check of dryer efficiency

Total traceability

Quality monitor Source reduction 

Maintenance free Auto-Calibration

Non Invasive/non contaminating sensor
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